THURSDAY, APRIL 6

KEYNOTES & PERFORMANCES (9:15am-12:30pm) • Location: Zellerbach Hall

Drumming by MICHAELLE GOERLITZ, MAR STEVENS and ELIZABETH SAYRE

Opening Ceremony by CORRINA GOULD (Lisjan Ohlone)

Welcome by KENNY AUSUBEL and NINA SIMONS, Bioneers Founders

Remarks by NINA SIMONS

SHANE GERIO – Preserving Animal Cultures: Lessons from Whale Wisdom

SARU JAYARAMAN – The Great Revolution: What A Worker Power Moment Can Mean for Climate Justice

Performance by JASON NOOJIS of Molodi

AMAANK IFEDI – Storytelling for Social Change

LAURA FLANDERS – Community Wealth Building: The Most Important Global Economic Movement of our Time

AKAYA WINDWOOD – Getting Our (Third) Act Together

JADE BEGAY – Strengthening Indigenous Leadership During Collapse

THURSDAY AFTERNOON (3:00-4:15pm)

Building Effective Movements and Coalitions
• Location: Freight & Salvage

Community Conversation: The Four Phases of Flourishing
• Location: Ashby Room, Residence Inn

Community of Mentors with Nina Simons
• Location: Conference Room in Magnes Museum

Indigenous Forum – Landback: Restoring People, Place and Purpose
• Location: Goldman Theater, Brower Center

Interactive Session - MeToo to WeTogether: Transforming Gender Injustice into Beloved Community
• Location: San Pablo Room, Residence Inn

Nursing for Planetary Health: Collective Wisdoms, Values and Weights
• Location: Golden Bear Room, Hotel Shattuck Plaza

Plastic Pollution: Truths and Myths from Wellhead to Waste Incineration
• Location: Magnes Museum

Revitalizing the Biosphere by Protecting Animal Habitats and Species
• Location: Berkeley Ballroom, Residence Inn

Tending our Grief with Breath and Ritual
• Location: Grief Altar Tent

Young Activists on the Frontlines, with Brower Youth Award Winners
• Location: Crystal Ballroom, Hotel Shattuck Plaza

Youth Leadership Program: Storytelling with Auntie and Uncle
• Location: Tamalpais Room, Brower Center

Youth Leadership Program: The Celebration Singing Tree: Hands-on Mural-Making
• Location: Terrace outside Tamalpais Room, Brower Center

THURSDAY AFTERNOON (4:45-6:00pm)

A Historic Opportunity for Urban Forestry: Climate Action as Regenerative Community Development
• Location: Conference Room in Magnes Museum

Animal Cultures: Overcoming our Human-Centric Worldview
• Location: Freight & Salvage

Climate Justice: Youth in the Vanguard
• Location: Golden Bear Room, Hotel Shattuck Plaza

Community Conversations: Maintaining your Sacredness in a Toxic, Traumatic, Conflicted World
• Location: Ashby Room, Residence Inn

Democratizing our Economy and Building the "Next System"
• Location: Magnes Museum

Eco Grief Circle
• Location: Grief Altar Tent

Food from Unique Spaces: Foraging, Rooftop Gardens and Desert Polyculture
• Location: Crystal Ballroom, Hotel Shattuck Plaza

Indigenous Forum – Indigenous Science for Healing Land to Sea
• Location: Goldman Theater, Brower Center

Interactive Session - Slowing Down: Cultivating Healing Spaces of Belonging
• Location: San Pablo Room, Residence Inn

Woven Liberation: How Women-Led Revolutions Will Shape our Future
• Location: Berkeley Ballroom, Residence Inn

Youth Leadership Program: LGBTQ2SIA+ Talking Circle
• Location: Kinzie Room, Brower Center

Youth Leadership Program: Restorative Justice
• Location: Tamalpais Room, Brower Center

THURSDAY NIGHT

6:00pm Film Screenings: Co-Extinction, A Sneak Preview of Regenerating Life, Parts 1 and 2
• Location: Goldman Theater, Brower Center

9:00pm Caroline Casey Presents Majnoun! A Trickster’s Guide to Necessary Miracles
• Location: Freight & Salvage
FRIDAY, APRIL 7
KEYNOTES & PERFORMANCES (9:15am-12:30pm) • Location: Zellerbach Hall
Drumming by MICHAELLE GOERLITZ, MAR STEVENS and ELIZABETH SAYRE
Welcome by KENNY AUSUBEL and NINA SIMONS, Bioneers Founders
Remarks by KENNY AUSUBEL
BRYANT TERRY – Collage, Curation, Collaboration, Community Building: The Journey of a Black Activist Chef, Author, Publisher, and Artist
LEAH STOKES – The Future is Electric
ILANA COHEN – The Time for Fossil-Free Research is Now
Remarks by RISING APPALACHIA
KIM STANLEY ROBINSON – What I’ve Learned since The Ministry for the Future Came Out in 2020
CONGRESSWOMAN PRAMILA JAYAPAL – The Theory of Change: How We Achieve Real, Meaningful Policy Victories
JOHN WARNER – The Materials Metabolism: Rethinking our Molecular Relationship with Nature

FRIDAY AFTERNOON (3:00-4:15pm)
Ateasea Observations: Courageous Connections in Colonized Landscapes
Location: Golden Bear Room, Hotel Shattuck Plaza
Community Conversations: Breaking Cycles—Healing Our Collective Trauma for a Just Future
Location: Ashby Room, Residence Inn
Community of Mentors with Nazhalonni Brown-Almawi
Location: Conference Room, Magnes Museum
Evolving Chemistry Education in Support of Sustainable Human and Environmental Health
Location: Berkeley Ballroom, Residence Inn
Gender Equity & Responsibility: Thirty Years of Healing the Most Ancient Wound in the Human Family
Location: Campanile Room, Hotel Shattuck Plaza
Grassroots Women and Climate Justice: What’s Working and Why – Location: Freight & Salvage
Indigenous Forum – Undam the Klamath! How Tribes Led the Large River Restoration Project in US History
Location: Goldman Theater, Brower Center
Interactive Session – Building the Inner Conditions for Regenerative, Harmonious Relations: Life and Leadership Rooted in Indigenous Wisdom
Location: San Pablo Room, Residence Inn
Money Flowing Like Water: The Restorative Capital [Resolution]
Location: Crystal Ballroom, Hotel Shattuck Plaza
Return to the Earth: Natural Burial and Human Composting
Location: Golden Bear Room, Hotel Shattuck Plaza
Tending our Grief with Breath and Ritual
Location: Gift Altar Tent
Youth Leadership Program: Rehearsing our Revolution – Cultivating Wellness in Relationship to Our Environments
Location: Tamalpais Room, Brower Center

FRIDAY AFTERNOON (4:45-6:00pm)
‘Brazil is Black, but...’ – The Lula Administration’s First 100 Days: What is the Situation Regarding Human Rights and Amazon Protections?
Location: Magnes Museum
Community Conversations: Healing Ourselves and the World with Art
Location: Ashby Room, Residence Inn
Indigenous Forum – Unpacking Tribal Identity: Real Talk
Location: Goldman Theater, Brower Center
Interactive Session – A Taste of Design Thinking: Reframing Challenges for Innovative Solutions
Location: San Pablo Room, Residence Inn
Practicing Regenerative Finance: How Community Loan Funds, Shared Governance and Reinvestment Support Local Solutions to the Climate Crisis
Location: Golden Bear Room, Hotel Shattuck Plaza
Queer Magic: Unicorns for Justice
Location: Crystal Ballroom, Hotel Shattuck Plaza
Re-Imagining and Reclaiming the Natural Dying Process: A Presentation and Conversation
Location: Gift Altar Tent
The Utopian—Dystopian Dyad: The Human Trajectory at a Crossroads
Location: Berkeley Ballroom, Residence Inn
Working our Way toward a Better World, One Bite at a Time
Location: Gift Altar Tent
Youth Leadership Program: Dismantling Whiteness – Caucus Space for White Identified Youth
Location: Kinzie Room, Brower Center
Youth Leadership Program: Youths of Color Caucus
Location: Tamalpais Room, Brower Center

FRIDAY NIGHT
6:30-8:30pm Youth Leadership Program: Queer Mixer – Gathering the Flowers
Location: Tamalpais Room, Brower Center
6:40pm Film Screenings: Indigenous New Right(s)? The Last of the Nightingales. Three short films by Masha Karpo, Shovita, The January
Location: Goldman Theater, Brower Center
Doors open at 8:00pm Performance by Rising Appalachia • Location: Freight & Salvage • Separate registration required

SATURDAY, APRIL 8
KEYNOTES & PERFORMANCES (9:15am-12:30pm) • Location: Zellerbach Hall
Drumming by MICHAELLE GOERLITZ, MAR STEVENS and ELIZABETH SAYRE
Welcome by KENNY AUSUBEL and NINA SIMONS, Bioneers Founders
Remarks by JOANNA MACY
DANNY KENNY – The Changing 20s
John a. powell – Belonging without Othering: The Story of our Future
Performance by DESTINY ARTS
YUSIRA CELIDON, Ph.D. – “The Ethics of Belonging” of Indigenous Traditions
REBECCA SOLNIT – Not Too Late: Changing the Climate Story from Despair to Possibility
Closing Performance by Oakland’s own WILDCHOIR

SATURDAY AFTERNOON (3:00-4:15pm)
Climate Grief, Racial Trauma and Collective Action: How To Tap Into the Power of Belonging To Face the Great “Poly-crisis”
Location: Golden Bear Room, Hotel Shattuck Plaza
Climate Justice Through Power-Building
Location: Berkeley Ballroom, Residence Inn
Community Conversations: What Will It Take to Heal from the Violence of Colonization? An Indigenous Perspective
Location: Ashby Room, Residence Inn
Community of Mentors with Rising Appalachia
Location: Kinzie Room, Brower Center
Honoring Mother Earth and Bodily Sovereignty: Reproductive Rights, Equity and Birth Justice
Location: Campanile Room, Hotel Shattuck Plaza
Indigenous Forum – Healing Justice to Restore Relations with Land
Location: Goldman Theater, Brower Center
Interactive Session – The Power of Awe: Awakening Humanity and Reconnecting to Our Sacred Relationship with Nature
Location: San Pablo Room, Residence Inn
RICHMOND, CA: A Cutting-Edge Frontline Community
Location: Crystal Ballroom, Hotel Shattuck Plaza
Solving the Climate Crisis in One Generation
Location: Cambridge Freight & Salvage
Can Storytellers Help Save The World? From Fictional Narrative to Real World Change
Location: Magnes Museum
Climate Grief and Our Intersectional Traumas: An Interactive Session to Get a Taste of How We Can Access Belonging
Location: San Pablo Room, Residence Inn
Indigenous Forum – International Perspectives on Rights of Nature in Tribal Law
Location: Goldman Theater, Brower Center
Listening to Frontline Communities
Location: Crystal Ballroom, Hotel Shattuck Plaza
Lowwbirth: Equity by & for Equity: A Diverse Panel on Transforming Our Kinship to Dying and Grief
Location: Gift Altar Tent
Youth Leadership Program: Singing Tree Mural Completion
Location: Tamalpais Room, Brower Center

SATURDAY NIGHT
6:40pm Indigenously Film Screenings: Cara Romero: Following (4:45-6:00pm) and Minoo Moallem, Madeline as-Muller: De-*STINING* Our Past (6:15-7:30pm)
Location: Magnes Museum

BOOK SIGNING SCHEDULE • Location: Pegasus Books in the lobby of the Magnes Museum
THURSDAY
4:30pm Marilyn Cornels, Saru Jayaraman
6:15pm Mia Ayler, Carl Safina, Nina Simons
FRIDAY
10:30pm Alexa Bunten, Danielle Crenweder
4:30pm Cynthia Bin, William Kaepin, Jorge Rico, Zainab Salbi, Anita Sanchez
6:15pm Taylor Brody, Kim Stanley Robinson, Leah Stokes
SATURDAY
2:30pm John a. powell, Rebecca Solnit
6:15pm Minoo Moallem, Madeline as-Muller
8:30am Bioneers After Party
Location: The Drop 84

SATURDAY AFTERNOON (4:45-6:00pm)
Authoritarian and Anti-Authoritarian Movements
Location: Berkeley Ballroom, Residence Inn
Can Storytellers Help Save The World? From Fictional Narrative to Real World Change
Location: Magnes Museum
Climate Grief and Our Intersectional Traumas: An Interactive Session to Get a Taste of How We Can Access Belonging
Location: San Pablo Room, Residence Inn
Indigenous Forum – International Perspectives on Rights of Nature in Tribal Law
Location: Goldman Theater, Brower Center
Navigating the Cyber Minefields
Location: Golden Bear Room, Hotel Shattuck Plaza
Solving the Climate Crisis in One Generation
Location: Cambridge Freight & Salvage
Youth Leadership Program: Open Mic
Location: Tamalpais Room, Brower Center